
Torts Lecture 1 
Trespass and Introduction to Torts 

 
What is torts law? 

- A private cause of action 
- Designed to provide a remedy for a civil wrong 

- most common for is an award of damages/compensation or conjunction to 
make/stop someone doing something 

- Usually located within an existing category of action  
- changes over time as situations and circumstances differ e.g. trying to introduce 

a torts law about privacy 
- Based upon the common law supplemented by legislation 

 
Criminal law 

- Aims to exact a penalty to protect society as a whole 
- Torts law aims to compensate the victim of the wrongdoing 

 
Contract Law  

- Enforces rights and obligations as agreed between parties 
- In torts it is the law that imposes expectations of conduct upon persons 
- It is possible that one situation can require call to action in different areas 

 
Classification of torts 

- Trespass and Action on the Case 
- Characteristics of all trespass actions 

Law of Torts = protection of recognised interests 
- Person 
- Chattels (goods) 
- Land 
- Economic interests 
- Reputation 

 
Torts will either be an action of Trespass (direct - to person, land or personal property) or Action 
on the Case (indirect - nominate *negligence, nuisance, defamation, passing off etc* or 
innominate *does not fit one of the nominate torts*) 
 
Trespass 

- Direct interference 
- Defendant must be at fault 
- Actionable per se (do not have to prove you have suffered loss or damage to succeed) 
- Onus of proving is on defendant to disprove fault (up to defendant to disprove rather 

than plaintiff to prove) 



 
Direct interference  

- Immediate result of the defendant’s act (even if actions cause an unbroken series of 
consequences) 

- May be an unbroken series of consequences 
*Hillier v Leitch* 
*Haystead v Constable of Darbeister* 
 
Fault 

- Interference was intentional or done with a lack of due care  
- * McHale v Watson* (voluntary) 

- Mere intention to act is irrelevant, unless the consequences were also intended 
(intentional if the interference was a substantially certain result)  

- *Carter v Walker*  
- *Garrot v Daley (1954)* 

 
Actionable per se 

- Damage = loss, harm, injury 
- Damages = $ remedy  (damage and damages are very different in law) 
- Damage is NOT an element of any trespass action (ie plaintiff can succeed in the 

trespass action without proving any loss from the interference) 
- Plaintiff’s standing to sue derives from the interference with their rights 

- Relationship to remedies: 
- If suffer damage (compensatory damages) 
- If no damage - nominal damages 

 
Onus of proof 
GENERAL RULE  
If you are the plaintiff you have to prove the elements of the action  
NOT TORTS 

- Non-highway (not on road) plaintiff proves interference  
- Plaintiff prove direct interference, defendant prove that they were not at fault (ie 

not voluntary, not intentional or not without due care) 
- Highway (on road) plaintiff proves interference and that defendant was at fault 

- Plaintiff prove direct interference and fault of the defendant 
*McHale v Watson* 

- Plaintiff: 9 year old Susan McHale 
- Defendant's: 12 year old Barry Watson and Watson’s parents 
- Plaintiff sued in trespass to the person and negligence  

- Barry Watson: trespass (voluntary action causing harm - Barry had to prove he 
didn't) and negligence (no due care - Susan had to prove Barry did) 

- Watson’s parents: negligence (irresponsible for not watching Barry or letting him 
have the dart) 


